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PEARS Monthly General Meeting
to be held at the Italian Club, in Lorraine at 20H00

on Tuesday the 20th October.

See you there!!!!!!

WRINKLY RAVERS
The next regular monthly lunchtime meeting of the Wrinklies will

take place on Thursday the 5th November. Come join the folks at

Legacy in the Garden Shopping Centre, Circular Drive for some

tremendous company and fun, whether you have wrinkles or

not.  --------  SSSSEEEEEEEE YYYYOOOOUUUU TTTTHHHHEEEERRRREEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!

Dear fellow Radio Amateurs and
PEARS members, 

Things are happening in PEARS…Are
you part of it?

This month see another 17 hopefuls’
attempt the RAE here in Port
Elizabeth. The Exam is the 22nd Octo-
ber at the Alexander Road High
School. Once again several of these
candidates are Scholars from the
schools. I would like to on behalf of
PEARS wish them good luck!!

Also this month sees CQWW SSB on the 24th and 25th and there are plans afoot
to do some form of team exercise here in Port Elizabeth although it does seem
as though there are logistical issue which may hinder our participation. 

With that, we like being your Club. What have you done for the club this month?
Get involved, it need not be in a big way but offer your services in which ever
way you can. Many hands make light work!

Amateur radio is the only fail safe communication in the world…and that’s the way
it is!

73 Donovan ZS2DL

Chairman PEARS
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Hamnet / ECARES News

Amateur Radio is a hobby that allows one to enjoy the various fields that one may

be Interested in:-

What is a disaster? We all should know the answer. Day to day emergencies are

handled by the various professional emergency organizations, except on the

occasions when we are perhaps the first on the scene to inform them.

Here one should also report this to ECARES, who will then co-ordinate any action

that follows.

The main purpose of ECARES is to assist with communications during major

disasters, such as floods, fires and other abnormal weather conditions. They can

occur suddenly and unexpectedly, and are usually short- lived. ECARES will assist,

but only if called upon to do so by the authorized instances: e.g. Mountain Clubs,

search and rescue organizations and other interested parties, etc.

Emergencies from ships at sea are normally attended to by Maritime Rescue

Coordinating Centre in Cape Town and/or the nearest port captain.

Hams often are the first to hear these distress calls and need to obtain information

– thus:

  �  Do not ask superfluous questions, and it is important to keep your voice-

calm and constant, as this has a calming effect on a caller.

  �  Also, repeat all particulars written down. Inform them what you intend doing

and ask them to stand by.

  �  Report back and stay on the air as long as necessary. This is applicable in

all emergencies whether on land or sea.

DO NOT TRY TO GO IT ALONE! – its failure could open you to legal liability and

responsibility, which could cost you dearly.

It is always good to be able to use a hobby for the benefit of others, and it is not

done with the  thought of glory seeking. Consequently, recognition by one’s peers

is appreciated.

Points to note are:

  �  Prepare your station in order to be in constant readiness.

  �  Emergency equipment should always be at hand and in working condition.

  �  Details of possible requirements should be kept ready (can be obtained from
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DIRECTOR ECARES AL ZS2U (041 3602983)

  �  I have a list of members who may have to be alerted by telephone – keep

updated.

  �  Telkom and cellular numbers are also obtainable from AL ZS2U at above

number.

  �  Participate in field days to practice station preparedness in emergency

conditions; or monitor these exercises – a good example is taking part in the

annual VW Rally.

I am pleased to say that it is heartening to see such in terest being taken by the

younger hams, as well as YL’s. New blood is always welcome, especially with all

the latest technologies etc in use today.

REMEMBER: Learn to speak slowly and clearly and always use the phonetic

alphabet when passing on information.

Become a member of ECARES and/join the weekly Wednesday net on 52.95 at

20H00. Various topics are discussed; the past, the present and the future!

Your input is always welcome …………… see you there!

73 ZS2ABU (Des) Assistant Director

CongratulationsCongratulationsCongratulationsCongratulations
The SA Maritime Mobile Network has been in existence for thirty years

this October.

The founders of the network, Allistair ZS5MU and Davina ZS5GO have

been running this network with the help of about twelve coastal stations

twice daily, for the benefit of the yachting fraternity sailing across the India

and Atlantic oceans and calling at S.A. ports.

Two PEARS members, ZS2ABK Graham and ZS2ABU Des have ably

assisted with the network for many years.

Allistair has received a number of awards locally and from abroad for his

contribution to fostering good relationships and so placing ham radio in

S.A. on the map.

Well done.

Visit www.sammnet.org for more info.

ZS2ABU Des
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MY RADIO MEMOIRS – Part 3
By Mike Bosch ZS2FM

MICROWAVES

Arthur “Windy” Gale ZS2CK was involved with the maintenance of radar
systems on board ships and invited me to assist him in servicing the
equipment, which turned out to be a learning curve about klystrons and
magnetrons.

A ship’s radar system is based on the transmission of microwave pulses which are

reflected by objects along the path; the position of the reflections and distances are

displayed on a plan position indicator (PPI) unit. A magnetron generates the high

power pulses and pipes it along a waveguide to the cheese head scanner that

radiates about 50 kilowatts ERP. The 723A/B klystron is the microwave oscillator of

the receiver, and looks like a metal tube (valve) with external mechanical adjust-

ments to vary the frequency between 8,5 GHz to 9,6 GHz. This oscillator frequency

is mixed with the reflected signal in a microwave diode, and produced a lower

wideband IF from where the video signal is fed to the cathode ray tube (CRT). The

pulse rate is 700 per second for the maximum range of 40 miles (65 km), and 2000

pulses for the shortest range of 1 mile (l,6 km). The scanner is synchronized with

the circular sweep on the CRT and on short range can paint out a plan view of the

harbour with ships at anchor. Distances on the CRT are measured with range rings.

The main console of a radar system, such as the Marconi Mark 4, could contain

over 60 tubes with a built-in oscilloscope to check the waveforms; the CRT, klystron

and magnetron with its massive magnet and power supply are located in separate

units.

One day “Windy” made a casual remark to me: “I wonder what a radar signal really

sounds like?” My reply was that we should build a microwave receiver with a

klystron type 723A/B or the 2K25 which were available from Hamrad. By now we

have heard about US Hams experimenting with similar klystrons on 10 GHz (3 cm)

and we decided to construct two 10 GHz transceivers instead. 

The first step was to get the klystron to work and we had to start off from scratch. It

called for a 300 Volt positive anode (plate) power supply, a negative variable supply

of 250 Volts that is well regulated for the impeller, and a 6 Volt stabilized heater

supply. The radiation from the probe on the klystron could be detected with a

microwave crystal, which was connected to a Simpson Model 260 multi-meter and

the crystal current measured in milliamps. A klystron has five modes of oscillation

and by varying the impeller voltage the best and most stable mode can be selected;

small changes to this voltage could provide automatic frequency control. Since the
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723A/B klystron operates on a frequency lower than the amateur band on 10 GHz

(3 cm), we had to find a way of measuring the frequency or wavelength. I solved

this problem by mounting the microwave crystal in front of a steel metric ruler with

a metal shield that could slide along the scale. As the shield is moved away from

the crystal it produced standing waves and the crystal current passed through

peaks and dips. Peak to peak or dip to dip is equal to a half wavelength.

Mechanical adjustments were made to the klystron until a dip to dip reading of 15

millimetres was obtained which is equal to a full wavelength of 3 centimetres and on

the edge of the amateur band. 

We could not find a piece of rectangular waveguide for the X-band, so had to resort

to a circular type – a length of 25 mm copper tubing. A plunger was made to screw

into the waveguide for tuning and the klystron mounted on top with the crystal at 90

degrees to the probe. A parabolic dish was required but we had to settle for a 14

inch (50 cm) mirror from a 35mm projector arc lamp. The construction of a 2 MHz

wideband IF on 30 MHz with detector and audio amplifier completed the job. Now

all we had to do was to duplicate the microwave transceiver.

Before attempting any long distance tests we had to accurately focus the

waveguides on the mirrors and ensure that one klystron is horizontally polarized

while the other one is vertical. A small adjustment of the impeller voltage would

maintain a 30 MHz difference in frequency between the two klystrons; when these

two signals are mixed it produced the intermediate frequency. An audio oscillator

tone modulated the impeller for tuning, and is then replaced with a carbon

microphone for voice communication. Our first and successful long distance test

was conducted in November 1961 between my flat and Tenby flats about 500

metres apart, both in Fleet Street East London. We used 160 metres for liaison, the

lowest amateur frequency band to test the highest amateur frequency ever used in

South Africa. A number of local Hams witnessed this historic event, and Tiny Smuts

ZS2GN took the official photographs that later appeared in RADIO ZS.

Our next attempt was over a distance of 4 km but one of the transceivers went on

the blink and we had to abandon the test. In January we carried out a 2 km test

between the QTH of “Windy” in the Quigney and Dr Williams-Jones ZS2ND on

Bunkers Hill. It was a success and we were just in time to announce it in our copy

of RADIO ZS. We claimed the first microwave record in South Africa on 10 GHz,

which lasted 16 years until Dunn diodes appeared. After all this “Windy” still has not

heard a radar signal yet!

HOBBY EXHIBITIONS & TEA PARTIES

Soon after I became chairman my first goal was to canvas all those amateurs who

are no longer members of the East London branch of the SARL or have never

joined the SARL. I visited every amateur several times and eventually all local

amateurs bar one were members of the SARL, and bolstered our branch member-

ship to over 120. The amateur who spoiled my 100% success rate had a gripe with

another amateur and would only return if the other one left. SHAME! 

We were really a happy group of amateurs and were always ready to help each
other. I edited our newsletter “Feedback” for a while and introduced a YL page
which was written by Marion Barnes ZS2LC. The XYLs liked it and came up with
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their own idea of holding a tea party on a Sunday morning once a month at a
different Ham’s QTH. It was a family gathering; the females could chat and the
males could do their radio Ham talk, not to forget the tea and cake. It was a
remarkable success story. Eventually a bit of a competition appeared between the
women to see who could put on the best spread. Hi!

The East London branch has always participated in the annual Hobbies Exhibition
held at the FCU building and set up an amateur radio station. The biggest problem
that they experienced has been the heavy QRM on the amateur bands, caused by
all the electrical devices operating at the exhibition. Except for strong local
stations, all weaker distant stations were drowned out by the noise level.

We had a clubhouse and a HF trap antenna, fed with 75 ohm co-axial cable,
situated in the Kaffrarian Rifles ground some 150 metres from the FCU building. I
solved our problem by using this antenna with two 75/300 ohm baluns back to
back; one was connected to the antenna and the other one linked up with 150
metres of 300 ohm twisted tape in the FCU building. We were running two stations
this time, one for local calls and the other foreign calls. The remote antenna
solved all the problems on 40 and 80 metres on local calls and a Thunderbird
beam on the roof did the trick for the DX calls on 20 metres.

I would like to mention an event that was presented at an earlier Hobbies Exhibition
namely “Radio Telepathy” that turned out to be a great success. The idea was
cooked up by Garth Laaks ZS2HB. His co-respondent would ask the public
questions and Garth would reply while he was blindfolded and sitting at a table
some distance away. This baffled the public until the secret was exposed by the
press. The co-respondent had a small Morse key in his pocket with wires running
down his legs to nail contacts under each heel, where two contacts on the floor
were linked with wires to similar contacts under Garth’s table. A pair of contacts
under Garth’s heels was also wire linked to a battery operated buzzer in his pocket
and connected to miniature earphones concealed in the blindfold. Crafty!

DX FROM JUPITER

During a visit to Rhodes University in Grahamstown, Professor J. A. Gledhill took
me on a tour of the Physics Department and explained to me about the different
types of research that were in progress. Then he introduced me to Georg Gruber
(son of Prof. Gruber of the Vienna’s Boys Choir fame) who was doing his Master’s
Degree with the thesis of “Radio Emission from Jupiter”. Georg was busy improving
the sensitivity of a R210 receiver to pick up these signals on the frequency of 18
MHz. Having been an amateur astronomer since my schooldays, I found this project
extremely interesting. While driving home to East London late that afternoon I
decided to duplicate their experiment, but would do it my way.

Since I knew the owner of the Summerpride Drive-in he gave me permission to
clear some bush next to the screen and to erect a suitable antenna system. I
constructed an eight dipole broadside array with ground screen and a matching
antenna network for 50 ohms input. Then I built a low noise 18 MHz crystal-
controlled converter for my old favourite Bendix receiver, and also acquired a
suitable chart recorder. Everything was now ready to start the research project.

It was midwinter in July 1962 and Jupiter would rise around 9 p.m., and I usually
arrived at the drive-in after the show had ended. Once the car has been parked
next to the antenna, the co-axial cable was connected to the antenna matching unit
as well as a power cable to the substation underneath the screen. All the equipment
was located on the backseat of my Vauxhall Velox, which included the converter,
Bendix receiver, chart recorder and tape recorder. I sat in the front seat with a rug
wrapped around my legs to keep me warm and a flask of hot coffee on the floor;
and patiently awaited any signals to appear. The ionosphere becomes transparent
at night during the winter months, and when the MUF is down then star noise from
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the Milky Way can be heard on 18 MHz. A similar effect occurs on 14 MHz (20
metres) when the band is closed and a strange hiss becomes audible – it is cosmic
radio noise. 

One night around 3 a.m., with the dome light switched on and half asleep while
listening to the cosmic noise from space, I heard a crackling sound and saw a
vertical spike on the chart paper, several minutes passed and nothing else
happened, so I dismissed it as just local interference. Then suddenly all hell broke
loose for about half an hour as loud spluttering and hissing sounds emanated from
the speaker, and the needle on the chart recorder went wild. I instinctively knew that
it was from Jupiter, which was orbiting about 600 million kilometres from us in
space. But what a thrill and reward for spending three weeks of sleepless nights out
in the bundu without hearing anything at all.

After another week’s recording of Jupiter signals I decided to telephone Professor
Gledhill to find out how they were faring with their Jupiter project. He said they
picked up something last night but were not sure. When I informed him about my
signals then he asked me on what frequency? When I told him you could detect his
excitement over the telephone, and he requested me to immediately forward all my
charts to him. A few days later I received a historic letter from him in which he
confirmed that my signals were from Jupiter and he invited me to join his research
team. During the next week Georg and I made headlines country-wide in all the

continued from P7 and continued on P9
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on your birthdays

October

13 Santie Greyling XYL of Andre
ZS2ACG

16 Jayne Rishworth XYL of David
ZR2RD

22 Marjorie Kraut XYL of Glenn
ZS2GK

24 Cathy Gerstle, XYL of Wolf
ZS2WG

26 Stoffel Carr ZS2C
27 Edward (Ted) Smook
29 Steven Mace
29 Pat Pullinger ZS2PJP

November

03 Gwen Hibberd, XYL of Dennis
05 Andre Botes ZS2ACP
05 Chantelle Rohl, XYL of Linton

ZS2ICE
06 Lisa Currin, XYL of Grant
ZR2GEC
06 Anne van der Linden, XYL of

Terrence ZS2VDL
contd. next column

on your anniversaries

October
13 Glenn & Marjorie Kraut ZS2GK
18 Edward (Ted) & Ann Smook
24 Al ZS2U & Jo ZS2W Akers

ZS2W
31 Michael & Nicola Schwenkert

ZS2MS
November
01 Johan & Martha Terblanche ZS1I
03 Ron & Dorothy Clarke ZS2MF
05 Isak & Betty Greef ZS2ZG
17 Barry & Joan Jackson ZS2H

CONGRATULATIONS

06 Viv Moore ZS2VM
08 Martin Ras ZS2MR
14 Dorothy Clarke, XYL of Ron

ZS2MF
18 Johann van Aarde ZS2I
19 Martha Terblanche, XYL of

Johan ZS1I

newspapers including radio interviews. 

We recorded radio emission from Jupiter until the planet was no longer visible at
night, and I made regular trips to Rhodes University to compare notes with Georg.
During this period many local amateurs spent a night out in the bundu with me to
get a taste of radio astronomy. The next year Professor C. H. Barrow, of Florida
State University in Tellahassee USA, invited Georg and I to join their world-wide
team to research the radio emission from Jupiter around the clock. Georg and I
were rewarded with an honourable mention and two articles in the British scientific
journal NATURE. 

In 1964 while Professor Gledhill was travelling in the USA, he presented a
hypothesis at Jet Propulsion Laboratories (JPL) that Jupiter was also surrounded by
a radiation belt but in the form of a disk; this was later confirmed when the
spacecraft Voyagers 1 and 2 passed Jupiter. It is now believed that when Io, the
inner moon of the planet, dips into the radiation disk then static discharges create
this strange form of radio emission. Sadly both Professor Jack Gledhill and Dr.
Georg Gruber have passed away.

My time had arrived to leave East London and I bade farewell to a group of
wonderful radio amateurs and their families and received a beautiful briefcase as a
parting gift from them.

(To be continued)

My Radio Memoirs - Part 3 contd from Page 8
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Sunday Bulletins
PEARS bulletins are transmitted on

Sundays immediately after the SARL

English transmission, i.e. at about

08:45 on 7098 kHz as well as the 2

metre linked network that provides

from Butterworth to George and up to

the Free State and their environs.

PEARS 7098 or 3640 kHz transceive

facilities are also remotely linked as

needed. In addition, the SARL's 40m

operations on 7082 or 7066 kHz or

Hamnet's 7070 kHz can be remotely

patched to the 2m network in receive

only mode or with full transceive ca-

pability for interactive events.

Bulletin Roster

25th Oct Basie ZR2BA

1st Nov Donovan ZS2DL

8th Nov Chris ZS2AAW

15th Nov Barry ZS2H

22nd Nov Clive ZS2RT

Please Note

that the above Bulletin Reading Roster

has been amended as per an email re-

ceived from Clive ZS2RT on the 16th

Oct. Trust that you have not been incon-

venced in any way.

Local Repeaters:

Town VHF 145,050/650 Town UHF 431,050/438,650 Uitenhage 145,075/675 Tygerhoek 145.000/600

These repeaters form a separate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch area

Cape Linked System Repeaters:

Lady's Slipper 145,100/700 Grahamstown 145.150/750 Cradock 145,050/650 Noupoort 431,150/438,750

Colesberg 431,075/438,675 Kareedouw 145.725/125 Plett 145.775/175 Brenton 145.675/075    

These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre repeater system, in conjunction with the Border, Southern Cape and

WCRWG systems

Packet Network:

ZS0NTP-2 Packet Node - Lady's Slipper 10.151 LSB 300bd APRS 144.625 1200bd 438.275 1200bd (FWD)

438.875 9600bd 434.800 1200bd APRS - Cape Linked System

ZS0NTP BBS - Lady's Slipper On all node frequencies

ZS0GHT-2 Packet Node - Grahamstown 144.675 1200bd 438.275 1200bd 434.875 9600bd

ZS0CDK-2 Digi - Cradock 144.675 1200bd

ZS2ABZ-4 WMR918 WX Station 144.625 1200bd

Beacons:

2M Beacon (ZS2VHF CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 144.415

6M Beacon (ZS2SIX CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 50.005

Banking details (for subs & donations): Nedbank Savings, No:221 252 7594, Code: 121217. Call Sign as Ref.

See the PEARS web site at www.zs2pe.co.za for further details and network diagrams.

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services
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Your Societies Committee for 2009
Chairman Donovan van Loggerenberg

ZS2DL
082-8524885 zs2dl@hamradio.co.za

Vice Chairman/Technical Chris Scarr ZS2AAW 041-3681344 zssaaw@pears.ham-radio-op.net

Secretary Barry Jackson ZS2H 041-3603052 zs2h@pears.ham-radio-op.net

Treasurer Clive Fife ZS2RT 041-3673203 cfife@absamail.co.za

Club Social Activities Glen Cummings ZS2GV 082-4112743 glen_vaness@telkomsa.net

Marketing & PR. Basie Du Plessis ZR2BA basiedp@gmail.com

Meeting Catering/Elmering Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ 041-5812580 hodges@absamail.co.za

Contests and Awards
Manager, Convener of VHF
Contest Committee

Eric Hosten ZS2ECH eric.hosten@nmmu.ac.za

Website, Manager Barry Murrell ZS2EZ 041-5813561 webmaster@zs2pe.co.za

Co-opted sub-committees

RAE Examination Admin. Donovan ZS2DL 082-8524885 zs2dl@hamradio.co.za

Class A (ZR) Training Paul Galpin ZS2PG 041-3721779 galpinp@absamail.co.za

Class B (ZU) Training Donovan ZS2DL 082-8524885 za2dl@hamradio.co.za

Assessors Rory ZS2BL,
Chris ZS2AAW,
Donovan ZS2DL,
Bill ZS2ABZ,
JIm ZS2JF

041-3681344
082-8524885

rory@commco.co.za
zssaaw@pears.ham-radio-op.net
zs2dl@hamradio.co.za
hodges@absamail.co.za

Contest Committee Al Akers ZS2U,
Eric Hosten ZS2ECH,
Mike Bosch ZS2FM

041-3602983
041-3681505

contest@pears.ham-radio-op.net

QSX Editor Ashley Goosen ZS2AG 082-3726696 ashleygoosen@yahoo.com

QSX Distribution Mitch Rundle ZS2DK 083-7153375 mrundle@axxess.co.za

Front Cover Picture - The Horse Memorial

The Horse Memorial erected and unveiled during 1905 in Port
Elizabeth commemorates the horses that suffered and died during
the Anglo-boer War (1899-1902). It consists of life-sized bronze
figures of a horse about to quench its thirst from a bucket held by a
kneeling soldier and stands on the corner of Russell Road and Rink
Street.
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